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Vision for XARM and future hard X-ray 

l  Early recovery of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy 
à the XARM mission 

l  hard X-ray/soft gamma-ray road-map 
•  HXI science only partly covered by NuSTAR 
àcandidate “HXI recovery”: FORCE (late 2020 ‒ 2030).  
 Hard-band coverage in Athena/Lynx era  
•  SGD science uncovered à under consideration　	

Hitomi SXS “Perseus spectra” Hitomi HXI “Crab image” 

Talk-1 

Talk-2 



Talk-1: XARM 
-the X-ray Astronomy 
Recovery Mission- 



1: The quiescent intracluster medium (Nature 2016)  
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The tightest previous constraint on the velocity dispersion of a cluster  
gas was from the XMM-Newton reflection grating spectrometer,  
giving11,12 an upper limit of 235 km s－1 on the X-ray coolest gas (that is, 
kT <  3 keV, where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature) in 
the distant luminous cluster A1835. These measurements are available 
for only a few peaked clusters13; the angular size of Perseus and many 
other bright clusters is too large to derive meaningful velocity results 
from a slitless dispersive spectrometer such as the reflection grating 
spectrometer (the corresponding limit for Perseus13 is 625 km s－1). The 
Hitomi SXS achieves much higher accuracy on diffuse hot gas owing 
to it being non-dispersive.
We measure a slightly higher velocity broadening, 187 ± 13 km s－1, 
in the central region (Fig. 3a) that includes the bubbles and the nucleus. 
This region exhibits a strong power-law component from the AGN, 
which is several times brighter than the measurement14 made in 2001 
with XMM-Newton, consistent with the luminosity increase seen at 
other wavelengths. A fluorescent line from neutral Fe is present in 
the spectrum (Fig. 1), which can be emitted by the AGN or by the 
cold gas present in the cluster core15. The intracluster medium has a 
slightly lower average temperature (3.8 ± 0.1 keV) than the outer region 
(4.1 ± 0.1 keV). By fitting the lines with Gaussians, we measured a ratio 

 Heα resonant and forbidden lines of 2.48 ± 0.16, 
which is lower than the expected value in optically thin plasma (for 
kT =  3.8 keV, the current APEC16 and SPEX17 plasma models give ratios 
of 2.8 and 2.9‒3.6) and suggests the presence of resonant scattering of 
photons18. On the basis of radiative transfer simulations19 of resonant 
scattering in these lines, such resonance-line suppression is in broad 
agreement with that expected for the measured low line widths, provid-
ing independent indication of the low level of turbulence. Uncertainties 
in the current atomic data, as well as more complex structure along the 
line of sight and across the region, complicate the interpretation of these 
results, which we defer to a future study.
A velocity map (Fig. 3b) was produced from the absolute energies 

 Heα complex, using a subset of the data for 
which such a measurement was reliable, given the limited calibration 
(see Methods). We find a gradient in the line-of-sight velocities of about 
150 ± 70 km s－1, from southeast to northwest of the SXS field of view.  
The velocity to the southeast (towards the nucleus) is 48 ± 17  
(statistical) ±  km s－1
(redshift z =  0.01756) and consistent with results from Suzaku CCD 
(charge-coupled device) data20. Our statistical uncertainty on relative 
velocities is about 30 times better than that of Suzaku, although there 
is a systematic uncertainty on the absolute SXS velocities of about 
50 km s－1 (see Methods).
CO and Hα data with a total cold-gas mass of several 1010M⊙, which 
dominates the total gas mass out to a 15-kpc radius. The velocities of 

all 1-arcmin-resolution bins have broadening of less than 200 km s－1. 
With just a single observation we cannot comment on how this result 
translates to the wider cluster core.
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Figure 1 | Full array spectrum of the core of 
the Perseus cluster obtained by the Hitomi 
observatory. The redshift of the Perseus cluster 
is z =  0.01756. The inset has a logarithmic scale, 
which allows the weaker lines to be better seen. 
The flux S is plotted against photon energy E.
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Figure 2 | Spectra of Fe xxv Heα, Fe xxvi Lyα and Fe xxv Heβ from  
the outer region. a‒c, Gaussians (red curves) were fitted to lines with  
energies (marked by short red lines) from laboratory measurements in  
the case of He-like Fe  (a, c) and from theory in the case of Fe   
Lyα (b; see Extended Data Table 1 for details) with the same velocity  
dispersion (σv =  164 km s－1), except for the Fe  Heα resonant line,  
which was allowed to have its own width. Instrumental broadening with  
(blue line) and without (black line) thermal broadening are indicated in a.  
The redshift (z =  0.01756) is the cluster value to which the data were 
self-calibrated using the Fe  Heα lines. The strongest resonance (‘w’), 
intercombination (‘x’, ‘y’) and forbidden (‘z’) lines are indicated. The  

Thermal (80 km/s) 
＋turbulence  
    (164 km/s) 

Perseus cluster off-center spectra 
Instrumental	

Thermal (80 km/s) 

Chandra X-ray image 
and Hitomi SXS FoV 

•  First clear determination of turbulence motion 
•  low sub-sonic even in AGN-ICM interaction region 

The Power of high-resolution  
X-ray spectroscopy with	  2	  month	  

opera.on.	

Plasma subsonic kinetic mosion 



The Power of high-resolution  
X-ray spectroscopy 

2: Solving the Ni over-abundance problem (Nature 2017)  

•  First resolved the Fe-Kb and Ni-Ka emission 
•  Cluster Fe-Ni abundance is consistent with Solar 
   à Well-averaged metal abundance ratio? 

2nd	  nature!!	

Metal flourescence line diagnostics 



XARM Science Objectives 
•  structure formation of the Universe and evolution of 
clusters of galaxies 
•  thermal, non-thermal and their dissipation mechanisms in 

clusters of galaxies à how clusters evolve? 
•  circulation history of baryonic matters in the Universe 
•   trace baryon cycles and metak distribution history in the 

universe à how metals distributed? 
•  transport and circulation of energy in the Universe 

•  reveal matter and energy feedback by galaxies and active 
galaxies à BH-Gal. co-evolution  

•  new science with unprecedented high resolution X-ray 
spectroscopy 
•  pioneer new horizon of X-ray astrophysics with plasma 

diagnostics, graviational-redshift measurement, etc… 
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XARM compared with Hitomi 

Instrument Hitomi XARM 
Soft X-ray 
Spectrometer  

SXS X-ray  micro 
calorimeter ○ ○ 

Soft X-ray Imager   SXI X-ray CCD ○ ○ 
Hard X-ray Imager HXI DSSiD /CdTe-

DSD ○ Not 
Onboard 

Soft Gamma-ray 
Detector 

SGD Si/CdTe-pad 
Compton 
camera 

○ Not 
Onboard 



two XARM instruments 
Instrument FOV/pix  ΔE (FWHM @6 keV) band 
Resolve (XMA + X-ray 
microcalorimeter) 

2.9’ □ / 
 6 x 6 pix 

 7 eV 
(goal 5 eV) 

0.3 ‒ 12 
keV 

Xtend (XMA + X-ray 
CCD) 

38’ □/ 
1280 x 1280 pix 

< 250 eV at EOL 
(< 200 eV at BOL) 

0.4 ‒ 13 
keV 

Science Management Office Science Operations Team 
two other sub-teams	



XARM Science Team and 
Observation program Concept 

•  Science Team:  
• data-rights to all PV data 
• scientists of the sub-teams + ~dozen “Participating 
Scientists” by JAXA,NASA,ESA. 

•  “PV phase collaborating scientists” : new!  
• data-rights only to a specified PV targe 
• appointed ~1 year before the launch 

•  Guest Observer Program:  
• After start-up & PV phase, Guest Observation 
program starts	



XARM Time Frame 
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030年 

ASTRO-H/
Hitomi 

XMM-Newton (1999- ) 

Chandra (1999- ) 

Swift (2004- ) 

Fermi (2008- ) 
NuSTAR 
(2012- ) 

Suzaku 

Athena 
(2028- ) 

ALMA (radio） 
JWST (IR） 

TMT (Opt/IR) 
CTA (TeV gamma-ray） 

US/Europe only 

Japan + international 

SPICA (IR) 

US/Europe + Japan 

XARM  
(~FY2020) 

HXM (FORCE?) 



Status 

Key Mile stones / Schedule 
ü  2016/10  Preparation-team stand up 
ü  2017/4  Mission Definition Review/System Requirement Review 
ü  2017/11   Pre-Project start 
ü  2017/11  Critical Design Review at NASA for Resolve 
ü  ~2018/4  (planned) Project start 
ü  ~FY2020  (planned) Launch 

The XARM team (now ~100 members from JP+US+ESA) 
  PM: H. Maejima, PE: K. Toda (JAXA), PI: M. Tashiro (Saitama U./JAXA),   
  NASA PM: L. Reichenthal,  SE: J. Lobell, co-PI: R. Kelley (NASA) 
  Resolve (Calorimeter): R. Kelley (NASA) + Y. Ishisaki (TMU) 
  Xtend (CCD): K. Hayashida (Osaka) 
  Science Operation Team: Y. Terada (Saitama) 
  Science Team Lead: to be appointed soon 

Project now actively ongoing to recover  
high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy 

Integrated team of  
engineer 
sicentists 



Talk-2 
 

the FORCE mission proposal 
- Focusing On Relativistic universe 

and Cosmic Evolution - 



The power of Hitomi Hard X-ray Imager 

Hard X-ray  
Telescope 

Hard X-ray  
Imager 

NuSTAR  FPMA
HXI-1 after layer selection 

HXI-1 total
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x4-5 better sensitivitiy than 
NuSTAR for extended sources  

properly worked in orbit  
for 13 days 



FORCE Conceptual Design 
•  Focal length 10 m  
•  3x super-mirror + imager pairs 
•  ~2026 launch aim 
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X-ray Super-mirror 
ü Si mirror @ NASA 

ü  super-mirror (US/Jp) 
ü  Δθ <15” (c.f. NuSTAR is 60’’) 
ü  Eff. area 369 cm2 @30 keV 

Wideband Hybrid X-ray Imager (WHXI) 
ü  new Si-det (SOI-CMOS) + CdTe 
ü  low BGD (e.g. Hitomi HXI) 
ü wide-band; 1-80 keV 
ü  > □7’ FoV 

Satellite System 
ü  1.2t-class  



Science-1 Missing BH survey 

Resolving the number of “Missing BHs”, 
to understand the cosmoligical evolution 
history of stars, galaxies and clusters. 

Obsucured Super-Massive 
BHs (>104 Mo） 

Intermediate Mass 
BH（102-4 Mo） Isolated “unseen” 

BHs（<102 Mo） 

Main Science Objective 

©	  NASA	

©	  ESO/M.	  Kornmesser	

©	  Ute	  Kraus	



Importance of 1-80 keV band 
16 

N4945 

•  Hard X-rays see “true AGN Luminosity”, apart from SF  
•  Complementary to IR + ALMA survey 

トーラス小 トーラス大 

ISAS/JAXA Kawamuro, Ueda+16, Perez-Beaupuits+ 11, etc…  

bright in X-rays  
but not in IR 

深く埋もれたAGNのスペクトル例 

 Lile Wang @ Princeton 

1st Missing BH WS  
@ Kyoto 
2017/11/6-7  



Ovservatory Science : e.g. Diffuse 
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Figure 9. (left) Preliminary effective area accumulated over a radius of 4′ of the HXI1-S. That without layer selection
is shown in green, while the one after is in magenta. Also shown in black in comparison is that of the NuSTAR FPMA.
(right) Preliminary background level of the HXI1-S, after the layer selection accumulated over 80 arcmin2 area (magenta).
Also shown (in black) in comparison is that of the NuSTAR FPM, scaled from the NuSTAR proposal information.

HXT, the effective area of the system is also among the largest. Our preliminary results shows that the point
source sensitivity (statistical limit) is similar to that of NuSTAR, and twice better for diffuse source, although
further HXI data will not be obtained any more.
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NuSTARより低い 

Nakazawa et al. 2016 
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SXI NXB+CXB 

1 mCrabと9’x9’ 
のBGDの比較 

XIS NXB+CXB 

3倍 

The lowest BGD of Hitomo HXI can be “halved” @ 10 keV 
à FORCE cab be ideal for “extended hard X-ray source” 

「すざく」より低い 



2016/12/27	
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Particle Accelleration in SNR 
1.  Cutoff of synchrotron emission 

cooling? escaping? aging? 
2.  Local B amplification, with 

good resolution imaging 

田中+2008 (すざく) 

内山+2007 Nature  
(Chandra) 

New science field, in collaboration 
with radio, IR-optical, gamma, 
neutrino, and GW shall be persued. 

内山+2007 

Ovservatory Science : e.g. Diffuse 
The lowest BGD of Hitomo HXI can be “halved” @ 10 keV 
à FORCE cab be ideal for “extended hard X-ray source” 
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Improved performance of SOIPIX 

Insulator	  
(SiO2)	  

CMOS	  
(low	  ρ	  Si)	  

Sensor	  	  
(high	  ρ	  Si)	  

•  Each pixel has its own trigger and 
analogue readout.  

•  Time resolution ~1μsec and 
through-put >1kHz (e.g. anti-
coincidence for low BGD) 

•  BI with depletion >200μm 

2017	  Oct.	  

FWHM	  300eV	  

Fe-‐Kα	  
(6.4keV)	  

Fe-‐Kβ	  
(7.1keV)	  

Co-‐57	  

-‐60℃	  
VBB	  200V,	  Vms	  -‐1.0V	  
Single	  Pix.	  Event	  
8×8	  pix	  no	  gain	  corr.	  

Event-‐Driven	  readout	  mode	  

Fe-‐Kβ	  
(7.1	  keV)	  

Fe-‐Kα	  
(6.4keV)	  

Co-‐57	  
XRPIX6E	  (PFZ)	  -‐60℃	  
VBB	  -‐200V,	  Vbpw	  
-‐2.0V	  
Single	  Pix.	  Event	  
8×8	  pix	  no	  gain	  corr.	  

14.4keV	  

ENC	  
36e(rms)	  

Cd-‐109,	  Vbb=10V,	  	  
Room	  Temp.	  

Event	  rate	  >	  500Hz	  is	  Confirmed	  Fe-‐Kα,	  Kβ	  are	  resolved	  

Tsuru	  et	  al.	



Initial results from Si-mirror (NASA) 

•  Si optics (NASA/GSFC PI. W. Zhang) 
  + multi-layer (Jp/US) 
•  Si optics 1-pair w/o multi-layer à  
  Δθ = 3’’.4 HPD is demonstrated. 
•  Tests with multi-layer on-going  

Riveros et al. 2014,15,16,17 

Key technology 



Summary 

AO Phase
A1

	

2013.12 2014.3 2014.6 0.58 4 2019.3

2015.12 2016.1 2016.3 1 4 2021.3

2015.12 2016.1 2016.3 2.5 4.5 2023.3

2017.2 2017.5 2017.8 1 4.5 2023.3

2017.2 2017.5 2017.8 2.5 5 2025.3

2018.8 2018.11 2019.2 1 5 2025.3

2018.8 2018.11 2019.2 2.5 5.5 2027.3

2020.2 2020.5 2020.8 1 5.5 2027.3

AO Phase
A1

	

2013.12 2014.3 2014.6 0.58 4 2019.3

2015.12 2016.1 2016.3 1 4 2021.3

2015.12 2016.1 2016.3 2.5 4.5 2023.3

2017.2 2017.5 2017.8 1 4.5 2023.3

2017.2 2017.5 2017.8 2.5 5 2025.3

2018.8 2018.11 2019.2 1 5 2025.3

2018.8 2018.11 2019.2 2.5 5.5 2027.3

2020.2 2020.5 2020.8 1 5.5 2027.3

•  FORCE mission is a candidate hard X-ray/wide band 
(1-80 keV) probe with 10”-15” mirror 

•  Main goal is to count the numbers of “mission BHs”, 
SMBH, IMBH, and isolated-Stellar Mass BH  

•  Also with its very low BGD, a good hard X-ray (8-20 
keV) diffuse source observation can be done 

•  Aiming at 2026 launch, preparation is actively on-going.  


